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Abstract Modern Computer Numerical Control (CNC)
is intended to be more flexible, interoperable, adopt-
able, open and intelligent. In realisation of such a CNC
system, an ISO standard known as STEP for Numeric
Control (STEP-NC) or ISO 14649 was developed in
2004 to alleviate a number of challenges associated with
the widely used CNC standard (ISO 6983). Implemen-
tation of STEP-NC was initially carried out on some
commercial CNC systems via an indirect STEP-NC
programming approach. However, this approach failed
to meet all the requirements of a modern CNC sys-
tem, due to the translation of data from the high level
to low level, which is vendor-specific and machine tool
dependent, thus detrimental to the basic resource inde-
pendent philosophy of STEP-NC. This paper presents
a new generation of CNC systems, based on the Open
Architecture Control (OAC) technology supported by
STEP-NC data model to fundamentally solve these chal-
lenges. The developed system employs a new set of tech-
niques for STEP-NC data interpretation, graphical ver-
ification, execution, monitoring and report generation
that supersede the exiting techniques in scope and ca-
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pability. Using these techniques, the proposed system
provides a flexible, intelligent and adaptable manufac-
turing platform that can provide unprecedented levels
of scalability and resource allocation agility in mod-
ern manufacturing enterprises. A prototype implemen-
tation of the proposed model is based on STEP-NC
interpretation, 3D simulation, machine motion control
and live video monitoring with automatic document
generation modules has been used to verify and validate
the system in conjunction with industrially inspired test
components.
Keywords CNC · STEP-NC · Interpreter · Simula-
tion · Monitoring · Open Architecture Controller
1 Introduction
CNC machines have been in operation for more than
half century, mainly using a 50-year-old language ISO
6983, also known as G-code. G-code is a low-level lan-
guage, mainly specifying the machine axes motions in
terms of position and feed rate. There are a number of
well recognised problems with this data model, includ-
ing limited bandwidth, unidirectional information flow
from CAD/CAM to CNC, absence of integrated CAD-
CAM-CNC and difficulties to make last minute changes
at shop floor [1]. This standard is therefore, not able to
fulfil the requirements of the modern manufacturing en-
vironment.
In order to overcome these problems, the International
Standards Organization (ISO) introduced a new ISO
standard for NC data model, namely, ISO 14649 or oth-
erwise known as STEP-NC [2]. The objective of STEP-
NC is to integrate design data (in the format of STEP
[3][4]) with CAM and CNC (in the format of STEP-
NC). This is possible as STEP-NC and STEP use the
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same data modelling and presentation methods. STEP-
NC therefore supports ”Design anywhere, build any-
where and support anywhere” [5]. The introduction of
STEP-NC prevents information loss in the CAD-CAM-
CNC data chain and opens the doors for the develop-
ment of next generation (modern and flexible) CNC
systems [6]. Implementation of STEP-NC was first car-
ried out on some of the commercially available CNC
systems via an ”In-Direct” STEP-NC programming ap-
proach [7][8]. This approach translated the STEP-NC
data into G-codes that were subsequently fed to a CNC
controller for execution [6]. Indeed, this approach was
not enough to enable all the features of STEP-NC [6].
This is mainly due to the fact that, current commercial
CNC machines are mostly of a close nature [9]. Sub-
sequently, a new STEP-NC implementation approach,
named ”Interpreted STEP-NC programming” [7][8] was
introduced. In this approach, the controller directly reads
and interprets the STEP-NC information as per inter-
nal structure of the machine.
Open Architecture Control (OAC) technology was in-
troduced into CNC systems in order to tackle the is-
sues of the closed nature of CNC machines. The aim of
OAC was to develop controllers that are independent on
manufacturer’s proprietary technologies, allowing the
user to use hardware and software from several dif-
ferent manufacturers and freely assemble the acquired
pieces of equipment [10]. Personal Computer (PC) has
been considered as one of the preferred hardware plat-
forms for open CNC systems, because of its good open-
ness, low cost and high performance to price ratio [11],
as supported by Park and his research team [12]. Ma,
along with other researchers have also supported the
sentiment that the current trend of CNC system de-
velopment must be towards the PC based Soft-CNC
systems [13]. A number of systems have been devel-
oped, based on the OAC technology [8],[14], [15], [16],
[17], [18] and [19]. These systems were developed by us-
ing general purpose object-oriented programming lan-
guages such as C, C++, JAVA, VB and others. Mean-
while, Wang and Minhat introduced a new method of
STEP-compliant system development, based on func-
tional blocks and OAC technologies [20][21]. However,
the system was based on the indirect STEP-NC pro-
gramming approach. This paper reports on a new tech-
nique for the development of a STEP compliant open
CNC system which is based on Interpreted STEP-NC
programming approach. The proposed technique is based
on the virtual component technology. The developed
system can interpret an ISO 14649-21 physical file, graph-
ically verify the translated code before actual machining
operations, provide live monitoring of machining opera-
tions and automatically generate the documentation of
the performed job in the MS word and PDF formats.
In the past, researchers utilized virtual component tech-
nology for STEP-based open CNC system development
[22][23][24][25], but their work was mostly limited only
to a three-axis machine in an open loop control system
environment. In comparison to those approaches, the
proposed machine motion control technique is able to
control three-axes motions, spindle and automatic tool
changer motions in a closed loop control system. Also,
this technique introduced a new way of STEP-NC part
21 physical file translation, graphical verification, pro-
cess monitoring and document generation by utilizing
virtual component technology. The developed system is
composed of the STEP-NC interpretation, 3D simula-
tion, machine motion control and live video monitoring
with automatic document generation modules. The rest
of the paper is organised to include rage architecture of
the system, algorithm design of the system, GUI of the
system, experimental study and conclusions.
2 Architecture of the System
The system is designed to execute STEP-NC data inter-
face model part programme in open architecture control
based CNC system. The system architecture is based
on the virtual component technology. The design of the
system integrates the STEP-NC, open architecture con-
trol and virtual component technology into a single unit
and builds a new CNC cell control system. The theo-
retical framework of the developed system focused on
four major features namely: interpretation, simulation,
machine motion control and modern functions. In the
first feature, the development of translator has been
carried out to interpret STEP-NC part 21 physical file.
This translation output is further verified by graphical
simulation in the second feature. To do so, a virtual
component technology based module has been devel-
oped. Once the translation output is verified, the real
time machining need to be carried out. The third fea-
ture focused on the development of real time machine
motion control module. The last feature focused on the
enabling for modern functionalities into the CNC core,
where in this system, the process monitoring and au-
tomatic document generation functionalities have been
highlighted. All these four features has been achieved
by four different modules. These modules have been de-
signed in virtual component technology based tool (NI
LabVIEW). This technology can enable access to mon-
itoring, inspection, database, internet connectivity and
other functions within a single platform. In other words,
it can be a useful source to provide an all-in-one plat-
form for CNC machines. These facilities can make Lab-
VIEW a very useful tool in the development of modern
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CNC systems. Overall, the architecture of the devel-
oped system is composed of the following four modules:
STEP-NC interpretation, 3D simulation, machine mo-
tion control and live video monitoring with automatic
document generation, which are further composed of
various sub modules that contains numerous functional
blocks as shown in Fig. 1.
2.1 STEP-NC Interpretation Module
The function of this module is to translate STEP-NC
data interface model information as per required struc-
ture of CNC machine. It interprets the acceleration,
deceleration, spindle speed, feed rate, tool, tolerance
and other information from ISO 14649 code, so that
the machine can be moved throughout linear or circu-
lar interpolation and perform operations. This module
provides shop floor editing facilities to the CNC system
and is also able to generate physical file output in user
defined structure of .txt and .xml formats. The internal
structure of this module is composed of three sub mod-
ules: participation, mining and production, which are
further composed of various functional blocks as shown
in Fig. 1.
2.1.1 Participation Sub Module
The purpose of this sub module is to provide the path
control for file uploading, to read the complete con-
tents of input file and to guide the interpreter regard-
ing the starting point of the input file. This module
is composed of the input path control, read data and
line indexing functions blocks. The input path control
functional block is responsible to provide a path control
for input file uploading. The read data functional block
is designed to read the complete contents of input file
while line indexing functional block is intended to guide
the interpreter regarding the starting point of the in-
terpretation. The line indexing function block enables
the functionality of reading the code from any line of
the input file. By default, this function block has line
index value equal to zero that indicates the first line of
the input code.
2.1.2 Mining Sub Module
The function of this sub module is to extract the in-
formation of axis position, spindle, feed rate, tool and
tolerance from STEP-NC data interface model by uti-
lizing various functional blocks such as; search, match,
extract, token, store and combine as shown in Fig. 1.
The search functional block searches for the entity num-
bers in STEP-NC input code. In STEP-NC part 21,
the starting point is titled with ”PROJECT” string,
therefore the functional block first searches for that
string inside ”DATA” section. Subsequently, the func-
tion starts searching for the entity numbers (i-e; #2,
#4) inside input file. The match functional block is re-
sponsible to find the matched data of the entity num-
bers (#2=WORKPLAN (’MAIN WORKPLAN’,(#54,#55),#60).
The extract functional block is responsible to excerpt
the data from matched information. In case of STEP-
NC, this sub module extracts the entity names, entity
number and values data as per process type. The to-
ken functional block is responsible to distribute the ex-
tracted data into separated sections. For example, en-
tity names are in one section, entity numbers are in an-
other section and values are in yet another section. The
store functional block is responsible to save all these
Fig. 1 Architecture of devel-
oped system
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sections in the shape of arrays. Finally, the combine
functional block combines the (names and values) data
into a new single code and passes it to the production
sub module. Fig. 2 shows the functionality of this sub
module.
This sub module is the main phase of the STEP-NC
interpretation module, where it provides all the data
of the input STEP-NC part 21 code into different sec-
tions for easy understanding. This sub module extracts
the working steps, machining working steps, setup, tool,
work piece, tolerance, locations, depths, directions and
other data from the STEP-NC code. This sub module
also provides the editing functions to all the extracted
data in off line and as well as on line mode. In other
words, this sub module enables the shop floor editing
function in the developed system.
2.1.3 Production Sub Module
The function of this sub module is to pass the inter-
preted data to the CNC machine and also able to gener-
ate the output physical file in user defined hoc structure
of .txt and .xml formats. In addition, this sub module
also generates the tool paths from the STEP-NC in-
terpreted data. This is important, because ISO 14649
code does not contains tool paths, rather, it only con-
tains the process starting point coordinates values and
length measurement values. It is the aim of STEP based
CNC systems that the controller should generate the
tool paths by itself. This sub module is composed of
tool path generator, output and physical file generator
functional blocks. The tool path generator functional
block is responsible to automatically generate the tool
paths from translated STEP-NC information. The out-
put functional block is responsible to parse the output
of the mining sub module to the hardware parts of the
CNC machine. The physical file generator functional
block is responsible to create the physical file output of
the translated data in .txt and .xml formats as per user
defined hoc structure.
Fig. 2 Functionality of mining sub module
2.2 3D Simulation Module
The function of this module is to graphically verify the
STEP-NC interpretation module translated code before
performing real machining operations. This module is
composed of read input, process description, plot lines
and points, show live plotting and 360◦ viewer func-
tional blocks as shown in Fig. 1. The read input func-
tional block is responsible to read the input data. It
acquires the output of tool path generator functional
block of the STEP-NC interpretation module as an in-
put. This functional block first reads the complete con-
tents of input data and then passes this information to
the process description functional block that extracts
the process names data from the input code. The plot
lines and points functional block is responsible to take
the axis positions (x, y and z) data from read input
functional block and plot it into graphical form in 3D.
The show live plotting functional block applies delay
operations in plot lines and points functional block to
show the live plotting of input data. The 360◦ viewer
functional block is responsible to enable the rotational
views into the module and show the plotting in various
angles.
2.3 Machine Motion Control Module
This module is responsible for controlling the motion
of three-axis CNC milling machine. In this system, a
three-axis motion control technique of Elias and his re-
search team was utilized for the motion controlling of
X, Y, Z axis and spindle of the CNC milling machine
[25][26]. The technique was limited to 3 axis and spin-
dle controls in an open loop control environment only.
Whereas, in this study, the technique was extended to
three-axis motion control with automatic tool changer
in a closed loop control environment. Overall, the de-
velopment of this module was divided into two con-
figurations: hardware and software. The hardware con-
figuration was based on the interaction of CNC ma-
chine with PC. In this study, a three-axis Den ford NO-
VAMILL was converted into a PC based CNC system
to make an open CNC environment. This installation
makes the CNC controller free from vendor specifica-
tions, and shows a minute part of sustainable manufac-
turing.
The software configurations of this module are com-
posed of three sub modules: axis control, tool control
and accuracy control, which contain various functional
blocks as shown in Fig. 1. The axis control sub module
contains functional blocks for each axis movement, jog
movement for each axis, machine home position, ma-
chine origin, maximum values and spindle motion. The
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axis movement functional block controls the motion of
three-axis CNC machine in X, Y and Z co-ordinates.
The jog movement functional block sets the jog move-
ment of X, Y and Z axes of CNC machine. The ma-
chine home position functional block is responsible to
set and move the machine at its defined home posi-
tion. Similarly, the machine origin functional block sets
and moves the machine at a defined origin point. The
maximum values functional block is responsible to de-
fine maximum range of machine axis, spindle and tool
changer movements to avoid accident. While, the spin-
dle motion functional block controls the motion of the
spindle of the CNC machine.
The tool control sub module is composed of tool ro-
tation, tool clamper, tool lever movement, teach tool,
axis jog, and tool head functional blocks. The tool ro-
tation functional block controls the rotations of the
tool changer. The tool clamper functional block con-
trols the clamping and un clamping of tool changer.
The tool lever movement functional block is responsi-
ble to control the linear movement of the tool changer.
The teach tool functional block tells the system regard-
ing the changes made by the user while setting. The
axis jog functional block is responsible to set the jog
movement of the tool changer in rotational and linear
movements. Lastly, the tool head functional block high-
lights the tool that is already installed in the clamper.
The last sub module is of accuracy control that contains
functional blocks for each axis of the CNC machine,
which reads the actual position from rotatory encoders
and shows the actual machine movement in real time.
Fig. 3 shows a simplified diagram of this module.
2.4 Monitoring and Documentation Module
This module is responsible to display the live video of
machining processes via camera and automatically gen-
erate report of performed machining operations. The
purpose of live video monitoring is to enable process
monitoring facilities into the system because in some
cases, it is very hard to observe the machining process
with naked eyes and it is considered to be a very danger-
ous act as well. In order to overcome this problem, live
video monitoring sub module is designed and developed
by using Image Acquisition (IMAQ) tool kit of NI Lab-
VIEW and it is composed of various functional blocks
namely: select cam, configure cam, grab video and cap-
ture image. The select cam functional block searches for
the installed camera devices into the system and shows
them in the form of a list. The configure cam functional
block is responsible to provide configuration options for
camera resolution, colour settings, zooming and draw-
ing markings in live video. The grab video functional
block connects the camera device with software and
acquires the live video. The capture image functional
block is responsible to capture the pictures from video
and save it into .jpg, .bmp, .tiff and .png formats.
The other sub module of this module is the automatic
Fig. 3 Machine motion con-
trol module
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document generation. The aim of this module is to au-
tomatically generate the report of performed machin-
ing operations. This module enables, the CNC system
to generate the soft document report that will mini-
mize the use of papers which includes a minute glance
of green manufacturing into the system. The module
is composed of create doc, insert image, insert infor-
mation and save file functional blocks. The create doc
functional block is responsible for the generation of
blank Microsoft (MS) word file. The insert image func-
tional block is responsible to insert image data into the
generated MS word file. The insert information func-
tional block is responsible to insert the text data into
the generated MS word file and the save file functional
block is responsible to save the generated file in .docx
and .pdf formats into the system memory.
3 Algorithm Design of the system
The developed system algorithm starts with the input
path control functional block that provides the path
to load STEP-NC part 21 file. Subsequently, the read
data functional block will execute, reading the complete
content of that input file. This function has a decision
module that scans inside input file and makes decision
regarding status of the file. If the input file does not
contain any STEP-NC data, the decision module sends
the signal towards error message. On the other hand, if
it contains data, this module passes the file to the line
indexing function block. The aim of this function is to
provide access to read the input file from any point.
After the selection of line index, the data is forwarded to
the search functional block. This functional block first
searches for the ”PROJECT” string before it proceeds
with the search for entity numbers (#1, #2 etc) inside
the input file. During first and second time readings,
if the functional block could not find the ”PROJECT”
string or entity number, it will pass the signals to er-
ror message. In case it does,the found entity numbers
are passed to the match functional block that reads
the input file and searches for the entity number val-
ues. The output of this function is the complete data
of the entity number for example #54 = MACHIN-
ING WORKINGSTEP (’WSFINISH PLANAR FACE1’,
#113,#34, #53). Then, the matched data is entered to
the extract functional block that firstly searches for the
machining process and extracts the data as per pro-
cess type. This functional block is linked to the process
names library that guides the interpreter regarding the
data mining structure. This is useful, because in the
STEP-NC file, each process has some difference in series
of information placements due to different amount of
information within different processes. The token func-
tional block will later execute, that breaks and dis-
tributes the data into separate sections. The token func-
tional block divides the data into separate arrays such
as entity numbers array, process names array, locations
values array, depth values array and tolerance values
array. At the end, token functional block passes all the
information to the store functional block that saves all
the data in its internal memory. After saving the data,
the store functional block recalls the search functional
block to search for entity numbers inside the stocked
arrays. At this stage, the algorithm makes a decision. If
the entity number is found, it recalls all the processes
from match to store functional blocks. However, when
no entity number is found in the stored data arrays, the
functional block parses the data to the combine func-
tional block that combines all the data into a new single
code and passes it to the production sub module. The
output of the combine functional block contains the in-
formation of process names, its location values, depth
values, tolerance length measurement values, tool val-
ues, spindle speed values and feed rate values.
The production sub module takes the combined code
and passes it to the tool path generator functional block.
It utilizes all the information of the combined code and
generates tool paths for the specified processes. This
functional block is also connected to the process name
library that guides regarding the selection of sub tool
path generation blocks, according to specific process
type (facing, drilling, pocket etc.). Subsequent to the
tool path generation functional block, the output func-
tional block executes, that parses the information to
the hardware parts of the CNC machine in required
structure. At the same time, the production sub mod-
ule is able to generate the output physical file in .txt
and .xml formats as per user defined structure with the
help of the physical file generator functional block. Fig.
4 shows functionality of STEP-NC interpretation mod-
ule algorithm design.
After that, the read input functional module of 3D
simulation block takes the data from STEP-NC inter-
pretation module and reads the complete contents of in-
put file. Once the reading completes, the data is parsed
to the process description functional block that extracts
the process names from input code and parses the re-
maining data to the plot points and lines functional
module which plots the graph of input data. In parallel
to this functional block, the show live plotting func-
tional block is also executed which shows the live plot-
ting of the input data by applying delay functions. After
plotting, the 360◦ viewer functional block is executed
that shows the plotting in various angles by rotating the
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Fig. 4 Algorithm design
of STEP-NC interpretation
module
plotting image in 3D environment. Then, the decision
module starts that allows the user to make the deci-
sion regarding the simulation results. If the results are
satisfactory, the module will parse the data to machine
motion control module. If the results are not satisfac-
tory, the module will parse the data back to STEP-NC
interpretation module for modifications.
As the data is parsed to the machine motion control
module, the machine starts operations with home posi-
tion functional block that moves the machine at defined
home position. With the start of machine operations,
the live cam functional block is also activated in paral-
lel, that shows the live video of machining operations.
At this position, the algorithm contains a decision mod-
ule regarding home position settings by utilizing home
position functional block. After home position setup,
the tool change sub block is activated with teach tool
mapping functional block for setting of cutting tools se-
quences, alignment, tool head and others. After the tool
changer settings are completed, the load file functional
block is executed, that provides a platform to upload
translated STEP-NC data interface model information
into the system. After that, the start functional block
is executed that moves the machine at the origin posi-
tion. At this moment, the algorithm contains a decision
module regarding origin point setting by utilizing origin
position functional block. After that, the machine exe-
cution is started as per translated ISO data interface
model instructions by utilizing each axis movement,
spindle and tool functional blocks. When the time of
tool change is due, the algorithm activates tool control
sub module. This moves the machine back to home po-
sition, and subsequently searches for installed tool by
utilizing tool head functional block. After tool at head
learnings, the tool rotation functional block is executed
that will first rotate the tool changer and will stop it at
matched tool number. After that, tool changer moves
to position by utilizing tool lever movement functional
block and changes the tool by utilizing tool clamper
functional block. In order to avoid accident at the time
of tool changing, the algorithm stops the spindle and
moves the machine back to home position. After all ma-
chining operations are completed, the algorithm ends
the script, stops the machine by utilizing stop func-
tional block and also moves the machine back to home
position by utilizing home position functional block.
After the end of cutting operations, the capture image
function block is executed to collect and capture the im-
age of input code CAD design, simulation results and
manufactured part in .jpg and .png formats. After that,
the create word functional block is executed to create
the blank MS word file. After the creation of MS word
file, the insert image functional block is started to insert
the captured images into the created MS word file. At
the end of insert image function, the insert information
functional block is activated to, insert input STEP-NC
code and interpreted code into the created MS word
file. Finally, the save file functional block is executed
to save the created MS word file in .doc and .pdf for-
mat into the system. Fig. 5 shows the flow chart of the
system algorithm design.
4 GUI of the System
The GUI of the developed system is divided into two
portions: machine motion control and interpreter. The
machine motion control interface is composed of two
tabs: main and settings. The main tab contains load
file control button that provides a platform for upload-
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Fig. 5 Algorithm design of
the developed system
ing the ISO data interface model file, the uploaded in-
formation being displayed in the table format on the
main tab in shape of separate columns for easy under-
standing. The main tab also contains spindle on/off
control button for powering on/off spindle motor drive,
coolant on/off control button to start and stop coolant
lubricant, start control button to execute the machine,
step control button to execute machine in step-by-step
directions, stop control button to stop the machine ex-
ecution and end control button to end the complete
execution. Apart from that, the main tab also contains
home control button that moves the machines at home
position, origin control button that moves the machine
at origin, stop all motors or X, Y and Z control but-
tons that stops X, Y and Z axis motor drives one by
one or all at a time, and Axis X, Y and Z indicators
that show the real time movement of the CNC machine
calculated from rotatory encoders.
In addition, the main tab contains functional modules
of automatic tool changer settings in ”manual function”
that contains drill bit changer, drill bit clamper, tool
change, teach tool mapping, tool axis jog X, Y and Z
and tool change half control buttons. The second tab
(settings) of GUI includes home x, y and z axis control
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button for machine home position setting, origin x, y
and z control buttons for machine origin point setup
and movement settings control button for settings of
maximum and minimum movements of machine tool.
The second portion is of interpretation that is composed
of six tabs; main, shop floor editor, 3D simulator, mon-
itoring, details and settings. The main page contains
the input path control button from which, the system
takes the input file. It also shows the complete contents
of the input file with headers data, project name data,
work piece data, cutting tool data and machining pro-
cess data. The main screen shows all the data of header,
project name, work piece, cutting tool and machining
processes in different sections, so that user can easily
understand the contents of the input code. The shop
floor editor provides the access to do modifications in
the code while machining or off line, where it enables
modifications on work piece locations, setup locations,
depth of cut, spindle speed, feed rate, processes depth,
tolerances and other information.
The 3D simulation tab shows the graphical represen-
tation of machining operation in 3D graph with pro-
cess names. The monitoring tab shows the image of
input code CAD design and live video of machining
operations. This tab also provides facilities of drawing
editing, quality adjustment, zooming etc. in live video.
This tab has machining done control button for im-
age capturing of live video. The details tab provides
the detailed information regarding setup, work piece,
processes, tolerances, locations, depths etc. in different
sections. This tab shows all the data with entity num-
bers, entity names, values etc. The last tab is of settings
that provides access to the input and output setting of
the file. Fig. 6 shows the snap shots of the developed
system GUIs.
Fig. 6 Snap shots of the developed system GUIs
5 Experimental Study
In order to validate the developed soft-CNC system,
an experimental study was conducted. In this study,
the manufacturing of ISO 14649 example 1 part and 13
holes drill was carried out by the developed system. The
experiment began with the generation of STEP part 21
file by using STEP Tools on line platform for example
1 and GEN-Mill [27] for 13 drill holes. That was fol-
lowed by the STEP-NC file upload into the developed
system. Prior to performing the operation, the setting
of the output file was carried out as per requirements
from the settings tab, upon which completion, the ex-
ample 1 and 13 holes drill files were executed and the
STEP-NC codes translated by STEP-NC interpretation
module. The translated codes were subsequently veri-
fied graphically with the help of 3D simulation module,
before the real machining was carried out by machine
motion control module and monitored at monitoring
tab. After successful completion of the machining pro-
cesses, the document was generated by the automatic
document generation sub module in .doc and .pdf as
shown in Fig. 7.
6 Conclusion
In this study a novel approach of STEP based CNC
controller was introduced. The scientific contribution
of the developed system is the introduction of a new
technique for the machine motion control along with
STEP-NC data interface model interpretation, graph-
ical verification, automatic document generation and
live video monitoring. The system also contributes in
the utilization of LabVIEW platform for the develop-
ment of STEP-Compliant system. The basic concept of
the proposed system was based on the technique de-
veloped by Wang et al and Minhat et al [20][21]. How-
ever, while these researchers used indirect STEP-NC
programming approach, the proposed approach opted
for Interpreted STEP-NC programming type. The de-
Fig. 7 Experimental setup
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veloped system is composed of machine motion control,
STEP-NC interpretation, 3D simulation and live video
monitoring with automatic document generation mod-
ules. The machine motion control module was based on
the approach taken by Elias et al. While this approach
was limited to only open loop three-axis motion con-
trol, spindle motion control and utilized external plat-
form for STEP-NC interpretation [25]. The proposed
approach extends the motion control function with au-
tomatic tool changer and feedback data (closed loop
control system) facilities. All aforementioned facilities
enable more flexibility into the CNC system. However,
the conversion of old CNC milling machine into a new
flexible open CNC systems and automatic document
generation has addressed a minute part of sustainable
and green manufacturing into the system, respectively.
This developed system enables user friendly environ-
ment GUI, where it extracts the complete data from
high level codes and shows it in the form of GUI. It
shows all the extracted data of setup, work piece, co-
ordinates, locations, depth, tool, tolerance and others
into separate portions to provide easy understanding
to user about the content of input file. It translates the
input code as per required structure of CNC machine
and provides platform of graphical verification of trans-
lated code and live monitoring of machining process.
This study also shows the validation of the developed
system, where it was practically tested and found sat-
isfactory. The development of this kind of systems will
be lower in cost as compared to commercial systems.
Thus, in can play an important role in the develop-
ment of small industries and shop floor CNC users.
In future, the system will be updated by providing STEP-
NC part 28 interpretation, intelligent and accurate tool
path generations, inspection GUI development, intelli-
gent simulation, more processes interpretation and tool
path generation and others. Overall main aim of this
research is to develop an all-in-one platform for STEP
based CNC system. A similar approach was adopted for
ISO 6983 data interface model [28][29].
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